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Let crowd source some research  
Does anyone have a viable reason as to why Butina would
want to move to a Fed Prison in Pennsylvania? 
Don’t ever tell me she, Butina was fully cooperative 
Because my retort can be found in her bs petition
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Replying to @SpicyFiIesredux and 3 others
1) she’s asking for an adjournment re Strike (DC case) 
2) BUTINA, MARINA case No 2:2019cv01303  
Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus rec transfer from Alexandria to 
PA. Court close & transfer to DC on 4/18/19 
 
3) briefs are due today at 5PM re Doc 97 re Strike. 
Stay tuned
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See ����������-����� 's other Tweets

1) Butina is in fact arguing the “Petition” was flawed based on formatting of USA v

United States 

2) she’s telling OUR Courts OUR history? 

3) you SIGNED A PLEA DEAL 

4) you admitted guilt  

GTFOH with your Russian Subversion
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There’s no open source link to her PETITION for Writ of Habeas Corpus 

She also filed this pro se 

Swear to god I hope the DC Judge nails her with a longer prison sentence because

this is BONKERS

Pay the $1.60 to read her filing 

I don’t understand why the MSM didn’t catch this because she filed this before her

sentencing memo 

And clearly Russia wants to undermine our Judicial system too 

WTFINGF 

https://ecf.paed.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/show_multidocs.pl?

caseid=554855&arr_de_seq_nums=7&magic_num=&pdf_header=1&hdr=&pdf_tog

gle_possible=1&caseid=554855&zipit=&magic_num=&arr_de_seq_nums=7&got_w

arning=&create_roa=&create_appendix=&bates_format=&dkt=&got_receipt=1

If someone could be so kind to ask Driscoll what in the ever loving _____ is Jim
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Client doing that would be most appreciative 

Butina using Dershowitz’s argument abt the Grand Jury Process 

Swear to GOD this should be part of the DC record when factoring in sentencing 

Prior Acts Yo

In which she argues the unlawful use of a subpoena by the DC AUSA 🙄 

In which she argues that her constitutional rights are infringed upon 

In which she argues she’s been unlawfully deported  

Why hasn’t the DC AUSA added this to her criminal docket?
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Cough DC AUSA 

The two reporters who have conducted jailhouse interviews (Feb & March 2019) it

might be worth pulling Butina’s telephone transcripts with aforementioned reporters. 

In Feb (docketed in March EDPA) she wants everything overturned  

Hardly cooperative  

cc @ericgarland

@ericgarland Imma gonna leave Butin & the Government’s Sentencing Memoes right

here. 

NOTE the DATE 

4/18 EDPA judge (closed) & transferred Butin’a Writ to the DC Court. 

Do not tell me she’s a cooperative witness.  

She’s not & she played all of you 
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Butina you want time SERVED 
How about you give up the NRA and GOP? 
Putin will reward you as soon as you are deported from our 
Country 
A “process” Crime is STILL A CRIME. 
Why can’t you people stop committing crimes & stop acting as a 
foreign agent sans FARAcourtlistener.com/recap/gov.usco…
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• • •

@ericgarland Weird how Butina alleges that Bannon was the leaker and alleges

Bannon sent @IvankaTrump  

Weird so so weird. 

@ericgarland @911CORLEBRA777 @TrueFactsStated  

Here’s my slapping down my card...

@ericgarland @IvankaTrump @911CORLEBRA777 @TrueFactsStated When did the

Court order a Fed PD for Butina, Feb 2019? 

There was a lot of weird docket activity 

My assumption was she had a MHI, it turned out the Court wanted an independent

3rd party to review the plea deal. Read that highlighted sentence is it Driscoll or PD? 

cc @Muskie_Medic
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